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Status Issue # Category Comments 
Fixed 3447 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Multi series indicators could cause GetMinMaxValues exceptions when applied to a chart. 

Fixed 3448 Charts Reset on chart properties now does not reset panel properties. reset on chart panel properties now does not 

reset chart properties. 

Fixed 3449 Strategy Analyzer In the Strategy Analyzer Data Series dialog it was not possible to modify the base period type of a strategy 

backtest when there was a default set for the according period type. 

Fixed 3450 NinjaScript BarsAgo properties (e.g. StartBarsAgo, EndBarsAgo) on IDrawObjects (e.g. ILine) didn't work properly on 

manual drawn objects.  

Fixed 3451 Charts Pasted chart objects could change slope when pasted on logarithmic scale. 

Fixed 3452 Charts The historical part of strategies on chart was not executed. 

Fixed 3453 Charts Scaling margins didn't work properly on panels with very small min/max difference. 

Fixed 3454 Chart indicators Pivots and WoodiesPivots didn't show correct values when calculated from daily bars and session was over 

midnight for local session settings 

Fixed 3455 Chart indicators ZigZag indicator was calculated to the last visible bar only (not to the last existing), making it's lines change 

when applied on historical part of chart and scrolled to right 

Fixed 3456 NinjaScript DrawRectangle(...) and DrawRuler(...) in indicator and DrawRuler(...) in strategy didn't work when there 

was a default object definition in place for the object. 

Fixed 3457 Historical Data 

Manager 

Merging continuous contracts: sessions reaching over 12:00 AM of rollover date (in session definition time 

zone) are now included into the following contract, so complete session is merged from following contract.  

Fixed 3458 Historical Data 

Manager 

The continuous contract merge feature for futures from our data server did not merge accurately on all 

occasions 

Fixed 3459 MBT adapter Account values had not been reported property upon connect. 

Fixed 3460 ZenFire adapter account values had not been reported property upon connect. 

Fixed 3461 Chart indicators Chaikin Oscillator had been using SMA instead of EMA. 

Fixed 3462 Charts First bar of session did not work for Renko and not properly for Line break bars style. 

Fixed 3463 Charts Global cross hair on charts could cause 'out of memory' exception 

Fixed 3464 Charts Daily bars didn't fill up when connected before first existing date in repository. 

Fixed 3465 Workspaces Restoring workspace with multiple bars and indicators on higher panels could crash NT 

Fixed 3466 Internal Reset member cache when last bar is removed. 

Fixed 3467 Charts Global horizontal line could disappear from chart when switching bars on chart or opening new charts 

Fixed 3468 Charts Execution could have wrong scale justification, e.g. on update or when base bars changed panel/scale 

Fixed 3469 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Fixed various issues related to multi-series handling. 

Fixed 3470 Charts Data box didn't show instrument label when opened before first bar of chart. 

Fixed 3471 Charts Z-order of objects and bar series could change when switching period type and bar default for new period 

type was in place 



Fixed 3472 Chart indicators Indicator on bars panel didn't change scale justification when underlying bar series was dragged & dropped 

on different scale on same panel 

Fixed 3473 Charts When bar series was dragged and dropped on different panel and/or different scale and strategy was running 

on bar series, related objects weren't moved with bar series. 

Fixed 3474 Chart indicators Pivots and WoddiesPivots indicator didn't paint after pressing F5 under certain circumstances 

Fixed 3475 Charts Switching to instrument with typing on chart could change also period under certain circumstances. 

Fixed 3476 Charts Too few x axis label could be displayed on equidistant charts when sessions displayed where a large bar 

range was missing (e.g. on bank holiday). 

Fixed 3477 Time and Sales T&S window now has a property to configure the update interval. 

Fixed 3478 Charts CurrentDayOHL didn't work properly for actual day and session 24/7 

Fixed 3479 Chart indicators Indicator's ShowBarsRequired didn't work for indicator's price label. Indicator on empty chart could crash 

indicator. 

Fixed 3480 External adapter Did not construct daily bars from streaming data 

Fixed 3481 Market Analyzer Race conditions could cause exceptions on start up if indicator columns were present 

Fixed 3482 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Fixed issues related to persisting strategies 

Fixed 3483 NinjaScript 

assemblies 

Export protected assemblies now supports RemoteSoft Protector V4 

Fixed 3484 NinjaScript 

assemblies 

Vendor assemblies could have been loaded as there had been X86 and X64 versions available. 

Fixed 3485 Workspaces Added confirmation on save workspace by double click. 

Fixed 3486 Strategy Analyzer Strategy Analayzer could throw exceptions as a non XML serializable strategy was persisted. 

Fixed 3487 Charts When a bar series was requested of an already expired contract spanning from contract before/until contract 

afterwards, wrong merge offset was added 

Fixed 3489 Chart objects Fibonacci Retracement can be selected on non diagonal of the object where is no anchor lines. 

  

 


